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iOS Developer from New York City with a B.S. Computer Science degree from the University 
of Buffalo. While experienced in various languages and technologies, has primarily been 
developing in Objective-C & Swift for iOS since 2013. Cares deeply about the end-user 
and their user experience. Using experience from a variety of creative endeavors, stays 
design minded, both in the code written and the interfaces built. Pays close attention to 
detail and doesn’t believe in “good enough”, always focusing on continuous improvement.  
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•• Refactored various parts of the app to make the code cleaner and more robust, using modern design 
principles such as protocol oriented programming

•• Created versions of the FitnessBuilder iPhone & Watch apps specifically for Anytime Fitness
•• Integrated FitnessBuilder with the existing Anytime Fitness app so that their users could take advantage 

of PumpOne’s fitness technology and content
•• Updated all Swift code to Swift 3
•• Updated Apple Watch OS1 code to Apple Watch OS3
•• Assisted remote developers in building an updated Android version of FitnessBuilder

Bachelor of Science, Computer Science, May 2013

•• Developed the majority of the FitnessBuilder Apple Watch app
•• Working in person with top developers and executives at the Apple Offices in Cupertino, CA, further 

developed the FitnessBuilder Apple Watch app
•• Designed the majority of the interfaces for the FitnessBuilder Apple Watch app
•• Adapted the iPhone version of the FitnessBuilder app for iPad 
•• Released various updates and bug fixes for the iOS app FitnessBuilder

•• One of two developers on FitnessBuilder version 5.0+, for the client PumpOne
•• Fitnessbuilder was featured on the front page of the app store in October 2014, under “Best new apps”
•• Used the new language “Swift” for dozens of classes as soon as it was released. All new code was written 

in swift
•• From scratch, created many dynamic views and graphical elements of the app, including one of the most 

vital parts of the app, “Gallery”, where all workout tracking is done
•• Recommend a video compression solution that resulted in thousands of hosted videos’ file sizes to be 

reduced by half, while retaining over 90% of video quality. Bandwidth use decreased and video download 
speeds increased.

•• Uses spare time to focus on creative endeavors, primarily in music production, but also in video and 
graphic design, with occasional coding side projects 

•• Developed the app “Magic Sorting Hat” for iPhones & iPads which has sold 65,300 units
•• Developed a BPM app for the Android market, which has a 4.13/5 rating and 10,121 installs
•• Developed a Stock Calculator app for the Android market, which has a 4.08/5 rating and 457 paid installs
•• 1st place in the Niagara University commercial challenge
•• 1st place in the UB Film Festival, with a music video
•• Recorded and released various songs and music videos, gathering a few hundred fans, along with a radio 

interview and blog coverage, ranging from the local ‘buffalo.com’ to a musical blog in the UK  

G A G A N
S I N G H

Swift, Objective-C

Sketch, Photoshop, LightRoom, Illustrator, InDesign

Logic Pro, Ableton Live, Reason, 5-6 years experience of in studio and on set audio recording

Adobe Premiere, After Effects, Final Cut Pro

2010-2013 Director @ UBTV // 2010: I.T. Intern @ UB Neurosurgery // 2010: Help Desk Asst. @ Univ. at Buffalo // 
2009: I.T. Intern @ General Mills // 2009: Help Desk Asst. @ Niagara Univ. // 2009: Web Team Intern @ Artvoice


